69th Issue!!

FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes © February 23, 2008 - Pisces

Hello Everyone!
I’ve been looking forward to writing about Pisces. I’m dedicating this issue to two
individuals who have significantly changed my life this past year. They are both born under the
sign of Pisces. The first special person I met in October, 2007 who has a career as a Video
Compression Engineer. Then there is my long term good friend Bill Mayer who is embarking on a
new career as a Motion Artist. Notice the similarity in career path for Pisces. After listening to
the songs associated with Pisces, which, by the way, I’ve experienced much enjoyment in
selecting, they will understand how they relate to them individually. ☺ I hope you enjoy viewing
the YouTube video links underneath the lyrics.
I apologize for the newsletter being a few days late. I’ve been busy with work and
completing coursework for school. However, classes have ended this week and I am so relieved
to be able to take a breather, at least for 1 week before 2 new classes begin. ☺
Individuals born during 1958 and 1959 experienced a conjunction to natal Pluto from our
February 20th Total Lunar Eclipse. Did everyone have the opportunity view this lovely event?
The Sabian Symbol for this Eclipse was “A WHITE CROSS, DOMINATING THE LANDSCAPE,
STANDS ALONE ON TOP OF A HILL”. According to Lynda Hill’s The Sabian Symbols as an
Oracle (2002), this is a strong symbol of suffering and loss and the hope of faith and salvation.
The idea, or belief, that suffering and the giving up of one’s personal desires as a means to
salvation has special significance for many people, but what does it really mean? True religion is
supposed to unite people in many was, however, dogmatic expressions of faith can either unite,
or divide people, even in what should be a common cause. (p.152) Socio-Cultural values and
beliefs passed down from one generation to the next impose segregation, bias and prejudice that
ultimately separate people rather than build relationships. This Lunar Eclipse emphasized how
religion and cultures dictate against one’s personal needs and desires. Instead, we need to
cultivate love, acceptance and forgiveness. We are reminded to develop a strong sense of
“Universal” spirituality.
If you missed earlier issues of Lunar Notes you may locate them on my websites:
www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com Any one wishing to subscribe to this
newsletter may do so by submitting your e-mail address through Yahoogroups.com and you will
automatically be subscribed to LunarNotes. If you no longer wish to subscribe to this
newsletter or are receiving it in error, you may unsubscribe to LunarNotes@yahoogroups.com if
you receive it through Yahoogroups or respond to me personally with “Remove” in the subject
heading of your mail. Those of you not receiving this mail via Yahoogroups.com have the benefit
of viewing the graphics. However, the .PDF version is located on each of the above websites.

Gift Certificates are available for Consultations, Tarot Readings, Reports and
Workshops. Parents: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! Reports make an excellent
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Birth, Graduation or Sweet 16 Gifts. E-mail me for details at mailto: FuchsiaStars@aol.com or
visit websites at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com for details.
A dear Astrologer friend Jutta Poteat is selling the MedScan Nutrition report that she
can e-mail you. The MedScan Nutrition Report shows the body’s weaknesses and strengths that
you were born with. It provides advice on what nutrition path, food, vitamins, minerals and
homeopathic products would be helpful for optimal health. I purchased a Medscan Nutrition
Report for myself and it was right highly accurate and most helpful. You may contact her
directly at amisdotter@aol.com. The cost is only $25.00.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Happy Birthday Pisces!
For those born between February 19th – March 20th,
The Key Phrase is: I Believe.

Pisces is a Mutable (changeable, flexible), water (feelings and emotions)
sign located in the Eastern Hemisphere of the chart. Pisces governs the last house, the
12th house, of the natural zodiac. The 12th house includes areas of our life such as
hospitals, institutions, confinement, dreams, large animals, psychic influences and
meditation, solitude, secret sorrows, sensing, and the subconscious to name a few.
Pisceans are usually the people who are willing to most sacrifice themselves for others.
They are compassionate and idealistic, often to a fault. If you have a Pisces Sun, or if
you have planets located in the 12th house in your birth chart, you are often very
intuitive and have psychic ability. Several of my friends are Pisces or have Neptune,
the ruling planet, prominent in their birth chart.
Those born under this sign and/or or have personal planets in aspect to Neptune
make wonderful counselors, healers, musicians, dancers, ice skaters and artists.
The Piscean personality is mutable (changeable) and easily influenced by family
and friends rather than paying closer attention to their keen intuition. They see and
know things about others that often are not validated. Because of this Pisces begins to
believe that their reality of others is wrong. The truth is that others are not as keenly
aware or in denial about what Pisces and planets in the 12th see so easily.
Pisces health issues relates to the feet and immune system … strange illnesses
that creep up on you or that were hidden such as anemia, HIV, AIDS, or Herpes may
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develop. Pisces’ polar opposite (12th house - hospitals) is Virgo (6th house- health). The
immune system is under strain when Neptune makes difficult angle connections by
transit in your birth chart. (conjunctions, squares, oppositions and quincunx)
Your ruling planet is the romantic, dreamy, wispy, illusive and mutable planet
Neptune. Neptune is fog…you simply can’t “grasp” it and it’s often too dense to see
through it. If Neptune is strong in your chart, you may have artistic or musical ability.
The image I envision of Neptune is the Good Fairy sprinkling fairy dust that temporarily
clouds your good judgment. Since Neptune/Pisces rules the feet, ballet dancers and
dancers of all kinds may fall under Neptune’s domain. Negatively, if Pisces folk aren’t in
tune with their inner calling they may fall prey to Neptune’s illusions and develop
addictive tendencies and a victim mentality causing them to lose their way and get lost
at sea. Alcohol is poison to Pisces folks.
Sexually speaking, the Pisces/Virgo polarity is symbolic of the victim/savior,
sadomasochism, experimentation, visual stimulation and images that fuel an active inner
fantasy world; pornography and voyeurism is likely. Erogenous zones are the feet.
Candy Man / Lollipop by Aqua
I am the Candyman - Coming from Bountyland.
I am the Candyman - Coming from Bountyland.
I wish that you were my Lollipop.
Sweet things, I will never get enough.
If you show me to the sugar tree,
will you give me a sodapop for free.
Come with me Honey, I'm your sweet sugar Candyman.
Run like the wind - fly with me to Bountyland.
Bite me, I'm yours - if you're hungry please understand.
This is the end - of the sweet sugar Candyman.
Oh my love - I know you are my Candyman,
And oh my love - your word is my command.
Oh my love - I know you are my Candyman,
And oh my love - let us fly to Bountyland.
You are my Lollipop - sugar sugar top
You are my Lollipop - sugar sugar top
I wish that I were a Bubble Yum,
chewing on me baby all day long.
I will be begging for sweet delight,
until you say I'm yours tonight.

Click here: YouTube ‐ aqua ‐lollipop‐
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wM-Mk26N6wQ&feature=related
Collective consciousness is the polar opposite of individual consciousness; in the
Piscean personality, therefore, the individual ego may be quite weak, while the wellspring of universal images is exceptionally strong. Consequently, the Piscean is easily
influenced, and may come to believe – from listening to friends, parents, or teachers –
that his or her intuitive slant on reality is somehow inappropriate or just plain wrong.
(Guttman & Johnson,1996).
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Barbie Girl – By Aqua
Hi Barbie Hi Ken!
Do you wanna go for a ride?
Sure Ken! Jump In...
I'm a Barbie girl, in the Barbie world
Life in plastic, it's fantastic!
you can brush my hair, undress me everywhere,
Imagination, life is your creation.
Come on Barbie, let's go party!
I'm a blond bimbo girl, in the fantasy world,
Dress me up, make it tight, I'm your dolly.
You're my doll, rock'n'roll, feel the glamour in pink,
kiss me here, touch me there, hanky panky...
You can touch, you can play, if you say: "I'm always yours"
Come on Barbie, let's go party!
(Ah-ah-ah-yea h)
Make me walk, make me talk, do whatever you please.
I can act like a star, I can beg on my knees.
Come jump in, bimbo friend, let us do it again,
hit the town, fool around, let's go party.
You can touch, you can play, if you say: "I'm always yours"
You can touch, you can play, if you say: "I'm always yours"
Youtubes performed by the ever creative & sexually permissive Pluto in Scorpio
Generation (I love these! ) ☺:
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1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtrwXEcMzOA&feature=related

Click here: YouTube ‐ Barbie Girl
The Barbie Song by Syncsta - Hilarious
2. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvv1eC4TaIM&feature=related

Click here: YouTube ‐ The Gay Barbie Song
The Gay Barbie Song by Syncsta Yikes!
3. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE5k1G0uSSE&feature=related
The Barbie Song by hoiitsroi Cute
4. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEzh10_xoqw&feature=related

Click here: YouTube ‐ barbie girl ‐ aqua
The Original by Aqua
5. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSiLGAVcmU0

Click here: YouTube ‐ Barbie Girl ‐ Aqua ‐ The Sims 2
The Barbie Song - The Sims 2 – Very creative.
6. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-wcqqf0JvM&feature=related
The Barbie Song (Sim Video) from: Pizku
Words that best define Pisces: Adore, Bliss, Enchantment, Love, Compassion, Denial,
Boundaries, Dreamy, Captivating, Idealistic, Sacrifice, Martyr, Vaporous,
Impressionable, Addictive, Unreal, Imaginative, Romance, Victim, Savior, Masochist,
Joy, Ecstasy, Selfless, Deceptive, Affection, Sensuality, Artistic, Shoes, Feet, Nervous
System, Emotional, Giver, Sensitive, Trickery, Ambiguity, Secrets, Expressive, Illusions
and Clairvoyant.

Neptune “blurs” our vision of reality and may create self-deception or
draw deceptive people and situations into the life of the individual. Neptune and/or
Neptune transits are prevalent in addictions of all kinds. With Venus/Neptune there
could be deception in love, idealistic expectations of the loved one, affairs or alcoholism
and drug abuse. The positive manifestation could be artistic and musical ability and a
compassionate and romantic nature. Mars/Neptune can dissipate energy; energy “leaks”
are common, and passive/aggressive behavior is likely. The positive manifestation would
be psychic ability and acute intuitive sensitivity as well as a deep romantic and sensual
nature. Neptune and Pisces have loose or undefined boundaries because boundaries
were overstepped or not defined in childhood. Boundaries are limitations of what we
will and will not tolerate or accept from others. They indicate where you and I begin
and end. Often, when Neptune, Pisces and the 12th house are involved, we may have
undefined boundary issues especially in our interpersonal relationships. The lack of
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personal boundaries may have been learned because of invasive or overbearing parents
or siblings when we were children. We feel deception within the parental household on
an unconscious level…parents may have kept secrets from the children or from each
other. This may manifest in boundary issues as we grow and begin to engage in
relationship. There is something vague, that we do not trust. Sometimes we give up too
much or not enough just to be in a relationship or within our friendships or working
environment. You might not know where to draw the line in relationships. You might
allow others to overstep your boundaries too often creating a win-lose situation.
Since Pisces is the last sign of the zodiac, some say it is the most spiritually
evolved sign because compassion and selflessness are indicative of a person with Pisces
energy. Intuition and psychic ability are possible with planets in Pisces, located in the
12th house or in aspect to Neptune. There is a gentleness, softness and innocence
related to this sign. One of the 3 emotional water signs, Pisces lives in a world of
dreams and romance. This romantic soul wants to feel deeply connected with their
partner.

AFFECTION By Alfred Gockel
According to Guttman and Johnson (1996), psychologically, we may say that the
desire for love, sex and relationship is one of the first human functions – or perhaps
the first - to emerge from that ocean of unconsciousness symbolized by Pisces. (p. 43)

Clumsy by Fergie
Click here: Lyrics.com ‐ Fergie ‐ Clumsy
http://lyrics.com/lyric.php?id=34868

First time
That I saw your eyes
Boy you looked right through me, mmmhmm
Play it cool
But I knew you knew
That cupid hit me, mmm mmm
You got me trippin, stumbling, flippin, fumbling
Clumsy cuz I'm fallin in love
You got me slippin, tumbling, sinking, fumbling
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Clumsy cuz I'm fallin in love
So in love with you
Can't help it
The girl can't help it (repeat 3x)
Can't breath
When you touch me, see
Butterflies so crazy, mmm mmm
Whoa now, think I'm goin down
Friends don't know whats with me, mmm mmm
You got me trippin, stumbling, flippin, fumbling
Clumsy cuz I'm fallin in love
You got me slippin, tumbling, sinking, fumbling
Clumsy cuz I'm fallin in love
So in love with you
Can't help it
The girl can't help it (repeat 3x)
You know, this isn't the first time this has happened to me
This love sick thing
I like serious relationships and a
A girl like me dont stay single for long
Cuz everytime a boyfriend and I break up
My world is crushed and I'm all alone
The love bug crawls right back up and bites me and I'm back
Can't help it
The girl can't help it (repeat 3x)
http://lyrics.com/lyric.php?id=34868

Happy Birthday!
Love,
The Queen of “Tentacles” ☺
Princess PoodlePoo Presents: Loving You:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pW9-NVaXAs

Good Pisces

Bad Pisces

Famous Pisces: Pierre-Auguste Renoir, French Painter: Feb. 25, Jackie Gleason,
Comedian/Actor: Fe.b 26, Elizabeth Taylor and Joanne Woodward, Film Actresses: Feb.
27, Jimmy Dorsey, Clarinetist/Bandleader: Feb. 29, Jon Bon Jovi, Rock
Singer/Songwriter: March 2, Theodore Seuss Geisel (Dr. Seuss), Author/Artist: March
2, Bobby Fischer, World Champion Chess Grandmaster: March 9, Percival Lowell,
Astronomer who predicted Pluto’s discovery: March 13. March 13 is also the discovery
date of planet Uranus by Herschel in 1781.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Denial is a protective device, a shock absorber for the soul. It
prevents us from acknowledging reality “until” we feel prepared to cope with that
particular reality. People can shout and scream the truth at us, but we will not
see or hear it until we are ready.
-

Melodie Beattie – The Language of Letting Go.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
If you have your…
Ascendant in Pisces: Your appearance is soft and gentle. Artistic expression is a must for you
and you have an active fantasy life. Because you are a mutable sign, you are ambivalent,
indecisive and changeable. Worry, self deception and indecisiveness are possible. Pisces rising
folks tend to have sensual lips and very large, soft eyes.
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Moon in Pisces:
Moon in Pisces is dreamy and sensitive to emotional undercurrents.
Highly intuitive, you sense in others before they understand themselves. Sentimental,
compassionate and tender feelings, easily hurt. Artistic temperament. Clairvoyant.
Mercury in Pisces:
You have an intuitive mind and an accurate intuition. Very sensitive
to the environment and psychically absorb information.
Venus in Pisces:
Venus in this sign has a keen imagination. Social anxiety is possible. Love
of music and artistic ability is likely. You are kind hearted and very sensitive. A secret love
affair is possible.
Mars in Pisces:
Noted Astrologer Jeffrey Green, Pluto- he Soul’s Evolution Through
Relationships, asserts that individuals with Mars in Pisces, many of these Souls feel victimized
by life, and by others and subsequently generates anger. This anger, caused by a false sense f
being victimized, then manifests as wanting to cause hurt, pain or humiliation in other people
whom the soul has felt victimized by. (p. 251) Stores impressions in the subconscious and highly
imaginative.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

THE HANGED MAN Card – Number 12
The Hanged Man card in the Tarot deck is card #12 and is symbolic of sacrifice.
In this way the Hanged Man relates to the sign of Pisces. The Hanged Man is hanging
upside down, tied by one foot with the other leg folded behind him freely, with his
hands behind his back and a lovely glowing halo crowning his head. Upon first glance you
may think he is being punished for some reason and being held captive. Upon closer
examination, he doesn’t look unhappy in this position. He is a willing victim/participant
and seems at peace. We often must sacrifice and give up our confining thoughts and
ideas from our past in order to see the light and seek enlightenment. We must push
aside temptations or instant gratification and just “hang around” and wait it out!
The Ego loses dominance with card number 12. Ruled by illusive Neptune, we
adopt feelings and appreciation of mystical vibrations that move beyond the intellectual.
Here we must surrender to a HIGHER POWER ☺ Priorities change with a selflessness
striving towards excellence. We stabilize thoughts. Shortcomings of constant self
gratification become vividly clear. We contemplate hidden meanings. We must give up
something to receive something greater in value. The Hanged man understands that life
is infinite change and we now listen to our intuition and trust in our own judgment.
Spiritual hibernation enables us to view life from an altered state and we then
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experience an alteration in values; a change of priorities and our belief system is
shaken.
The 12th portal is the “Law of Reversal”; Reversal of thought and point of view
when the “truth” is realized. Self surrender will follow naturally.
When I pull this card in a reading it can mean the need to take a pause in the
question at hand. Sometimes it means a lack of commitment in a relationship reading or
being at a stand still or cross roads. Someone isn’t sure about the relationship because
there is one foot in and one foot out of the relationship!
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

BIG WINDS MOON (Cougar)
In Native American Astrology, those born from February 19th – March 20th are
born under the Big Winds Moon and their animal totem is the Cougar. Their color is
blue-green of the turquoise and turquoise is also their totem in the mineral kingdom.
They are of the Frog Elemental clan.
The stone turquoise is one of the oldest stones used for adornment and
protection. Native Americans utilize this stone is much of their jewelry. When worn it
was thought to keep its owner from injury or danger.
Cougar people often have healing powers with the ability to heal others. They
are comfortable in magical and mystical realms. These people have the ability to absorb
both positive and negative energy from others so it is important for them to always
stay grounded in earth.
The Cougar is the largest cat in North America. Like all cats, cougar is a hunter
and enjoys the chase in a hunt. Cougar/Puma is a mountain lion and is solitary and
territorial. This cat is one of the best runners and climbers. Their speed and endurance
is exemplary. They are also swift in their mind and capable to going to distant places
that few others travel. Their ability to sit perched and still for hours to ambush his
prey is unmatched. This is one of the few cats who will hunt during the day.
The also have stalking ability; the ability to move in silence. Balance is essential
to their well being. When off balance they become moody but with the proper direction
can be most productive. When cougar appears as your animal totem, he often warns of a
lesson that comes in terms of an experience. Coming into your own power, exerting your
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influence, patience and silence and increased intuitive ability would be utilized if under
personal attack.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

THE 12th HOUSE, home for Pisces

The 12th house is one of paradoxes and possibilities both positive and negative.
It is a most creative house yet it can also be the house of self undoing when lacking
definition and purpose. The Collective Unconscious, a Jungian term, would be found in
this house. This is also the last trimester of pregnancy during which the developing
fetus psychically absorbs mothers feeling state.
According to Karen Hamaker-Zontag’s The Twelfth House (1992), the 12th
house is also the house of unreality and where childhood fears are formed. Children
symbiotically absorb the problems and attitudes of their parents. Often parents were
not aware of these issues because they were repressed. For instance, Neptune in the
12th of a child may have had a parent or grandparent with paranormal gifts who were
frightened of them, or had been told by the church that such gifts were the Devil
according to Hamaker-Zontag. (p. 8) Planets in the 12th or in aspect to the ruler of the
12th often give good indications of what an individual is likely to do when he or she is
alone.
The smell of your skin lingers on me now
You're probably on your flight back to your home town
I need some shelter of my own protection baby
To be with myself and Center, Clarity
Peace, Serenity
I hope you know, I hope you know
That this has nothing to do with you
It's personal, myself and I
We've got some straightening out to do
And I'm gonna miss you like a child misses their blanket
But I've got to get a move on with my life
It's time to be a big girl now
And big girls don't cry
The path that I'm walking
I must go alone
I must take the baby steps 'til I'm full grown, full grown
Fairytales don't always have a happy ending, do they?
And I foresee the dark ahead if I stay
- Big Girls Don’t Cry by Fergie
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
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SOUL MATES/RELATIONSHIPS:

ADORE by Jerry Clovis

The Pisces/Virgo - Ascendant/Descendant Relationship Axis (1st house/7th house)
As mentioned in past issues, knowing your partners 7th house cusp (the
relationship house) and the ruler of that house will indicate the type of partner you may
attract or are attracted to and the method of relating within a relationship.
The Ascendant or Rising sign is the sign rising on the horizon at the time of
birth. This is the face we show the world, our “mask” for which our Sun hides behind.
This is our outer personality, temperament and disposition as well as how we
experienced our early home environment growing up. It is the way others see us and also
gives indication of our physical appearance. The ruler of the Ascendant and the aspects
(connections to other planets in your birth chart) further delineate and define your
physical appearance.
The Descendant, or 7th house cusp, its ruler and the aspects it makes in your
birth chart, is symbolic of the type of partner you are attracted to. The 7th house is
the house of all partnerships including marriage and legal contracts yet also considered
the house of open enemies or the Defendant in a law suit.
Whatever we do not own in ourselves we tend to attract the negative qualities
or shadow through the 7th house. In relationships, Pisces has Neptune as the modern
ruler and with benefic Jupiter as the ancient ruler. If you have a Pisces Ascendant, you
appear mercurial and may have a naïve disposition. You may be more spiritual than most.
Because you are a mutable sign, although you are flexible you may also be indecisive.
Your appearance is soft and gentle. Artistic expression is a must for you and you have
an active fantasy life. Because you are a mutable sign, you are ambivalent, indecisive
and changeable. Worry, self deception and indecisiveness are possible. Pisces rising
folks tend to have sensual lips and very large, soft eyes.
With Mercury ruled Virgo on the Descendant you seek a methodical, practical,
articulate partner. Mutual sharing and communication within any partnership is
absolutely critical to you. You desire intelligence and refinement in a partner.
Attraction to a partner with those qualities who is organized and analytical as well as
health conscious is possible.
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One of the first things you could look at when you have the birth data of a
potential partner, is their Mercury placement since Mercury is the planet ruling your
descendant (Virgo).
It is also possible for a Pisces Ascendant to attract a partner who has planet
Mercury prominent in their chart. Prominent Mercury would be in aspect to the Sun,
Moon, Mars, Venus or elevated in conjunction to the MC (10th house cusp) or IC (4th
house cusp) conjunct or ruling their Ascendant or Descendant or Sun sign in Gemini or
Virgo.
Knowing the date, time and place of birth is important in making correct
determination of the Ascendant/Rising sign, the sign rising on the horizon at the time
of birth. This cusp sets up all the other house cusps which are the divisions of the
houses or areas of life.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

IMPORTANT TRANSITS:
Sun Enters Pisces
February 19, 2008

Happy Birthday Pisces!

Venus in Aquarius enters Pisces
March 13, 2008
Venus enters 00 Pisces
Mercury in Aquarius enters Pisces
March 15, 2008
Mercury enters 00 Pisces
Mars in Gemini enters Cancer
March 5, 2008
Mars enters 00 Cancer
New Moon
March 7, 2008

17 Pisces 31’ – New Beginnings!

Sabian Symbol for 18 Pisces New Moon:
IN A HUGE TENT A FAMOUS REVIVALIST CONDUCTS HIS MEETING WITH A
SPECATULAR PERFORMANCE.
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(Inspirational speaking is suggested)
Full Moon
March 21, 2008
01 Libra 31’
Culmination of energy from the last New Moon.
Sabian Symbol for 2 Libra Full Moon:
A LIGHT OF THE SIXTH RACE TRANSMUTED TO THE SEVENTH
(Indicates a leap in consciousness)
Jupiter in Capricorn
February 23, 2008

14 Capricorn 30’

Saturn in Virgo continues its retrograde
December 19, 2007
Saturn turned retrograde at 8 degrees of Virgo
May 3, 2008
Saturn turns direct at 01 Virgo 40’
Uranus
February 23, 2008

17 Pisces 47’

Neptune transits
Neptune is currently transiting 22 degrees of Aquarius
Pluto transits
February 23, 2008

00 degrees Capricorn

Sun Enters Aries
March 20, 2008

Happy Birthday Aries!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CONSULTATIONS/CHARTS/WORKSHOPS:
Tarot Basics Online Coaching – Individual, personal guidance to assist in better
learning the symbolism of tarot. E-mail me at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
TAROT READINGS – In person, Phone or Online Chat/E-mail: Call or e-mail me for
additional information or to book a reading in advance: 1 question: $15, 20 minutes: $40,
30 minutes: $50 (732) 462-5239
Gift Certificates are available for Workshops, Consultations, Reports and Reiki.
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ASTROLOGY
Natal Birth Chart Analysis: Explore your personality strengths and challenges, the
inner you and your relationship needs. Life path guidance as described in your birth
chart is highlighted. Feel free to ask specific questions about career, health, children
and relationships. Consultation: $180
Solar Return Analysis: This is your Birthday chart! It is an astrological chart cast for
your birthday that describes what your upcoming year will be like and the energies you
are likely to encounter during the year. Consultation: $110
Relationship Analysis Reports: Compatibility and Composite charts and Reports:
Synastry technique compares any two birth charts for emotional, sexual and intellectual
compatibility. This report better assists in first knowing and then successfully dealing
with challenges that appear in “all” relationships. A Composite: A separate chart of the
relationship itself! Consultation: $250-$300 or Written Report: $90.
Child Analysis Report: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! This report
provides insight into your child’s emotional, physical and intellectual predispositions.
When you are uncertain of gift to buy for your friend’s new baby, an upcoming baby
shower, this report makes a unique gift idea. If you want insight into how you were as a
child this report provides tremendous insight. Sometimes we need to look back in time
to solve challenges in the present. Makes and excellent Birth, Graduation or Sweet 16
Gift. $90
Moon Phases Report: This wonderful 3 page report shows the Lunar Phases under
which you were born beginning from birth and your Progressed Moon Ingress dates.
Knowing your birth moon and the progressed phases will assist in you choosing auspicious
times by which to start new projects, a new diet or to sit back and wait for better
timing $21
Fixed Star Report: This report explores the myths and the meaning of the fixed stars
in your birth chart. Authored by Bernadette Brady, this report is approximately 16-20
pages. Fixed Stars provide the accoutrements to your natal chart. Details about your
personality are so incredibly accurate and this is one of my favorite reports! $40
Numerology Analysis Reports: Your Destiny/Life path Number describes the qualities
you possess to actualize your true life path. Yearly and Monthly Cycles interpreted with
accuracy. Printed reports $65
Sent via e-mail or regular mail. Contact Lorraine Valente at FuchsiaStars@aol.com or
732-462-5239.
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Credit Card Payments accepted via PAYPAL online at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Checks accepted via regular mail or e-checks through PAYPAL.
Donations towards the maintenance of this newsletter are always welcome and can be
provided through PayPal or through my websites.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IMPORTANT MESSAGES:
FEED THE HUNGRY
Please click on this link www.hungersite.com to donate (for free) food to the Hungry,
Save the Rainforest, Care of Stray Animals, and Contribute to Literacy in this country,
and other important causes. Make someone’s New Year a happier one. It’s FREE~~!!
MAKE A CHILD SMILE
There are courageous children who will touch your heart. Here, kids with life
threatening illnesses are featured monthly. All they ask of you is to mail a nice
card to their Featured Kids of the Month. If you can also afford to send a small
gift that would be wonderful!
You can also check out their Previous Kids section and send cards to kids who
have been featured in the past, they also look forward to receiving mail. Please
contribute to: http://www.makeachildsmile.org/
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~~*~*~*~*~

DATA REQUEST!
Thank you to all the people who have written in through the soul mate website
recently and sharing your birth data and stories with me. If anyone has experience
with an acquaintance with Borderline Personality Disorder and can provide birth data
for a loved one or friend with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD), or PTSD – Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder, names are not necessary and data will be held confidential,
please e-mail me directly with the word BPD in the subject heading of your mail to
FuchsiaStars@aol.com and I will e-mail you what I need for the research for future
lectures on BPD.
I'm also seeking birth data for a friend or loved one with Schizophrenia and
Bipolar Disorder. Please type either “Schizophrenia” or “Bipolar Disorder” in the
subject heading of your confidential mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com.
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Birth data for children who are Autistic, ADD or ADHD, particularly born
during the 1980’s and 90’s is also desired. Please e-mail me at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
with the words Learning Disorders in the subject heading.
Data for friends or family members who have suffered a substance abuse
addiction is desired. Please type the word “Addiction” in the subject heading of your
confidential mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com.
Additionally, I’m always interested in birth data and experiences for children
born between 1988-1990. These experiences could involve a family, health or
education crisis. I would also like to know if a child born during this time has received a
diagnosis of ADD or ADHD. If so, is this child on medication of any kind. Please tell me
the type of diet the child maintains. In the subject heading of your mail to me please
type the words “INDIGO KIDS” and I will e-mail a questionnaire. All information will
be held in confidence.
Have a wonderful month! Your questions and comments are always welcome.
Love,
Lorraine
© 2004 - 2008 Lorraine Valente. All rights reserved
FuchsiaStars Guidance
FuchsiaStars@aol.com
732-462-5239
www.KarmicAstrology.tv www.FuchsiaStars.com
»§«:*´`³¤³´`*:»§« Lorraine »§«:*´`³¤³´`*:»§ ©

“FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes" may be forwarded in its entirety for personal use only, if it
is sent in its entirety. Permission to post is required. All rights reserved.
You may unsubscribe from this group directly through www.Yahoogroups.com.
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